
Digital transformation has opened up 
opportunities for greater agility and growth 
in today’s modern enterprises. But it’s also 
introducing challenges. Digital transformation 
means more users, more apps, and more 
data – and if not properly addressed, also 
means more risk.

What does risk look like?
• Activity during a merger or acquisition
• Rapid adoption of new cloud apps
• Unknown sensitive data being stored in the 

cloud
• Non-traditional users (like bots) who still 

need to be monitored

The good news is SailPoint can help  
alleviate – and even avoid – this risk by 
helping you secure your entire enterprise.

This starts with knowing and controlling: 
• Who has access to your applications  

and files
• What they can do with that access
• How that access is being used

The Future 
of Security 
and Compliance 
Starts Here



Govern Deep
Govern access within large mission-
critical applications such as AWS, SAP, and 
Salesforce. Policies such as separation-of-
duties enforce what information your users 
can see and touch. 

Govern Smart
Using the power of AI, SailPoint Predictive 
Identity™ provides recommendations to help 
you make intelligent access decisions. Spot 
risky users, support continuous compliance 
and receive recommendations for identity 
tasks that can be automated.

Govern All
Connect and govern access to every part of 
your organization’s hybrid IT environment, 
whether it’s on-premises or in the cloud. Our 
predictive identity governance platform gives 
you the full visibility and control you need:
• Users – Quickly identify and implement 

roles to easily govern employees, 
contractors, partners, vendors, and bots.  

• Applications – Rapidly bring all cloud, 
legacy, and proprietary apps under 
governance.

• Files – Discover where sensitive data is 
stored and apply controls to ensure only 
the right people can see and access it.

SailPoint Predictive Identity™ is our innovative approach 
that enables identity to be autonomous while you stay 
in complete control.

Govern All. Govern Deep. Govern Smart.

Using the power of AI and machine learning, 
it learns and adapts to your business, 
provides advanced governance capabilities 
that remove complexity, and makes identity 
easy!

• Get insight into users with potentially risky 
or abnormal access.  

• Receive recommendations if access 
should be granted or not.

• Get suggestions on low-risk manual 
processes that can be automated so IT  
can focus on high-risk matters.

Step into the  
Future of Identity



See How We Can Help You at +1-888-472-4578

Flexible Deployment Options
SailPoint provides you the flexibility to 
deploy in a way that best meets your digital 
transformation needs:
• From the cloud as a multi-tenant SaaS 

solution
• On your organization’s own Amazon AWS 

or Microsoft Azure instances
• As a cloud managed service supported 

by SailPoint or our certified partners 
• From your dedicated data center or 

private cloud

Our Industry Leadership
SailPoint maintains the highest leadership 
position across all major analyst reviews and 
maintains a 95%+ customer retention rate 
across all industries.

Enterprise Scalability
Built to govern millions of identities, billions 
of points of access, and tens of thousands of 
applications and data sources.

Integrations & Connectivity
100+ connectors providing complete 
bi-directional connectivity to 99% of on-
premises and cloud applications and data.

We partner with top technology 
vendors to provide easy out-of-the-
box integrations and connectivity.
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is relied upon by:

4 of the top 6
health insurance 
and managed 
care providers

9 of the top 15
property and
casualty insurance
providers

9 of the top 15
banks

11 of the largest 15
federal agencies

5 of the top 13
pharamceutical
companies

SailPoint, the leader in identity management, delivers an innovative approach to securing access across the enterprise 
with the SailPoint Predictive IdentityTM platform. With SailPoint, enterprises can ensure that everyone and everything has the 
exact access they need, exactly when they need it, intuitively and automatically. Powered by patented Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) and Machine Learning (ML) technologies, the SailPoint Predictive IdentityTM platform is designed to securely accelerate 
the business while delivering adaptive security, continuous compliance and improved business efficiency. As an identity 
pioneer and market leader serving some of the world’s most prominent global companies, SailPoint consistently pushes 
the industry to rethink identity to the benefit of their customers’ dynamic business needs.

Stay up-to-date on SailPoint by following us on Twitter and LinkedIn and by subscribing to the SailPoint blog.

SAILPOINT:  
RETHINK
IDENTITY

sailpoint.com

https://twitter.com/SailPoint
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sailpoint-technologies/
https://www.sailpoint.com/blog/
http://www.sailpoint.com

